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				Deciding to move across the country is one that many don’t make lightly. It would be best if you considered how you’re going to move all your stuff. When it comes to moving from CA to TX, here are some helpful tips to make your move smooth.

Start Earlier Than You Think You Need To

One of the biggest mistakes that people make when moving cross country is not getting started early enough. It takes a lot of time and energy to pack up all your items. Plan on starting your packing at least a month ahead of time, so you don’t get too overwhelmed.

Purge Your Home

As you start packing up your items, you should be analyzing whether or not it’s vital to bring with you. You’ll likely find that there are items that are not worth paying to move from California to Texas. Many things you can purchase when you get to your new destination.

Use A Color-Coding System

When you take the time to color-code your boxes, you’ll know exactly where they go. For example, you can use green tape for kitchen items and blue tape for bathroom items. This way, anyone who is helping you to unpack can quickly identify what room each box needs to be put in without having to ask you.

Setup Your Moving Method Early On

You can opt for moving items with your own vehicles or moving trucks. You can also opt for paying a moving company to transport your items. Make sure that you contact the rental truck company or the moving company at least a month ahead of time.

Determine How To Move Your Vehicles

It’s important to consider how you’re going to move your vehicle to your new home in Texas. If you plan on driving your stuff, you’ll need to consider the cost of gas to get there. If you plan on flying, then you’ll need to schedule a transport company.

Be Strategic With Packing Clothing

One method that provides wrinkle-free transport and allows for extra space is rolling your clothing. All shirts, pants, and undershirts should be rolled up and put into your boxes. Utilize the extra space between the rolled items by placing delicate items in there.

Get Moving Insurance

If you’ve decided that you’re going to hire a moving company to transport your items, you should consider investing in moving insurance. This type of insurance helps to protect you against major financial loss if your items are damaged. This type of insurance can be purchased from an independent party or your moving company.

Stockpile Boxes

When you initially decide that you’re going to make a move to Texas, you should start keeping all the boxes that you come across. Most people order items online, and keeping those boxes can save you a ton of money when it comes to moving.
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				When you move, there are plenty of things that will go wrong no matter how much you plan. Since relocating is already emotional for most people, there is no reason to add the pressure of time constraints, getting help for heavy items, and planning the entire move. Do not forget about packing, and how much time it takes. The New York Times says that moving is very stressful, and apparently, it does not matter if you do it once in your life or dozens of times. But the stress can even start before the move date. Finding a mover, can lead to an unexpected amount of stress. There are sometimes hundreds of options to choose from and rogue movers and brokers waiting to offer a deal that is too good to be true.

Keep your move from causing physical pain by letting the experts handle it

Feelings of anxiety, depression, frustration, and even marital problems are all symptoms of relocating because your home is your sanctuary. The Huffington Post likens moving to emotional trauma. Why make things even harder for yourself by risking falls, strained muscles or even broken bones? Using one of our top-rated moving agencies below can help make your move much easier for everyone.

Top Two Dallas Moving Companies

Black Tie Moving Dallas

1000 West Crosby Road Number 114

Carrollton, TX 75006

Phone: 844-920-2966

Services offered:

	Residential and commercial moving services
	Storage facilities
	Local moves inside city limits
	Out of state and cross country moves
	Packing, loading, unloading, and unpacking
	Fully licensed, insured, and bonded firm
	Listed with the BBB with an A+ rating
	Concierge services including change of address filing and pet adoption assistance
	Arranged services for cleaning, storage, junk removal, office tear down, and appliance set up


Cheap Dallas Movers

3839 McKinney Avenue, Suite 155-2030

Dallas, TX 75204

(214) 999-1997

This Dallas TX mover – cheapdallasmovers.net serves the entire DFW metro area with affordable moving services. Whether you’re looking to hire movers by the hour or want a full service moving company to handle your entire move, call this moving company! You’ll find Cheap Dallas Movers has great services at a fraction of the cost.

Two Men and a Truck

2225 E Beltline Road Suite 323

Carrollton, TX 75006

972-210-2619

Do you have a special concern when moving? Two Men and a Truck will customize the services they provide depending on your needs both residential and commercial. They have boxes and other moving supplies along with help to dismantle home equipment. They also have commercial services and storage space for downsizing and renovations.

Top Austin moving company

Einstein Moving Company

9200 Brown Ln A

Austin, TX, 78754

Phone: 512-815-8781

It’s no secret that moving is hard. It’s a sure headache, time-consuming, and oftentimes expensive. That’s why you don’t want to hire just any moving company because you’ll be trusting them with your most prized possessions.

But fret not! There’s a quick and easy solution just for you. Introducing Einstein Moving Company, a business founded by entrepreneurs who shared a common goal – to provide their clients with quality relocation services at affordable prices.

Since then, Einstein movers have been working hard on improving their services and upgrading their fleet to offer you the best possible moving experience for all your needs. We’re proud to say that ever since day one, we’ve been able to keep up this promise as well as maintain an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau without fail! Let’s get started with your move today.

Best San Antonio Movers

Swift Movers

1316 Austin Street

San Antonio, Texas 78208

Phone: 210-371-5766

Covered services:

	Packing and unpacking
	Clothing boxes with return requirement
	Boxes, tape, and bubble wrap
	Local and long distance moves
	Office packing and commercial moving
	Specializing in moving hot tubs, pianos, safes, and other unique items


Many of the movers offer customized and unique services. To find out more visit the company’s website or call the office for more information.
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				Moving to Texas can be exciting. It gives you the opportunity to start a brand new life. However, there are several things that you will need to know before you move to Texas. 1. The Cost of Living is Relatively Low The cost of living is largely contingent on the city that you live in. […]
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				Texas is one of the fastest growing cities in the US. If you are considering a relocation here, you will find there is a lot to love and enjoy about the lone star state. The state boasts of numerous resources and facilities that fit every person’s unique budget and lifestyle. Texas is a diverse state […]
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				The population of Austin, TX has been growing steadily over the years. It is no surprise given that the city has a great appeal and the cost of living is low. If you love live music, barbecue, and a tropical climate, you have every reason to move to Austin, TX. Before you pack your bags […]
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